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Lapse Rate

- a Supplement

I feel the article I wrote re gard ing th e effect
of laose rate on atmospheric stab ility in the June
edition of "Skysailor" may have l ed to some deC'ree
of confusion, and I feel obli oed to c16r ify two
points.
-

where

Firstly, a misprint on page 20 is quite ~ i s 
leading, and the correct sentence should read:

It is this new temperature of the bubble, due
to its pressure change with a change of altitude,
which is compared with the temperature of the surrounding air (which is governed by the temperature
lapse rate on that day).

P
T
k

"Usually, in the lower portion of the earth's
atmosphere (troposphere), n is greater than 1
and therefore -dT
is qreater than 0;
d~
- - -- - - - - - -

pressure (pascals)
absolute temperature (kelvin)
degrees celsius + 273°
adiabatic exponent
1.4 (for air)

An example of each case previously discussed
may make this easier to understand.

indicating a decline of temperature with an
increase of altitude (try this yourself I-lith
a value of say, n=2)."

It should be noted, that in the following
examples, all reference of altitude and pressure
will be made from sea level, and this will be
known as "state 1".
The al titude to which the
air mass is moved is "state 2".

Additionally, page 21 contains two blank
spaces, and although it should be quite evident
what these blanks Sh0Uld be, I feel I should inform the reader that:

state 1:-

(kpa)
l
Tl = 25°C = 298 K (on an average day)
Another reference equation may be useful, and
this relates the pressure change in the atmosphere
to a change in altitude up to 1500m above sea level;

(i) When lapse rate is greater than the adiabatic
lapse rate, n is greater than 1.4, and the
atmosphere is inherently unstable.
(ii) When lapse rate is negative, n is less than 1
and atmospheric inversion occurs-:---·--- -

P = 101

Pl - P2 =

Secondly, I feel I should clarify the fact
that as the air bubble referred to i s mo ved from
one altitude to another, the temperature change it
experiences is purely due to the associated pressure change, and is independent of the temperature
of the surrounding air because (as already noted),
the air bubble behaves in an adiabatic manner.

where

P
~

12(~2

-

~l)

pressure (pa)
height above sea level (m)

First, consider the movement of the air mass
from sea level to an altitude of say, 485m. Using
the pressure-altitude relation, we obtain:
P
2

For reference, the temperature chanoe from
state 1 to state 2 for air, is related to the
pressure change from state 1 to state 2 by the
polytropic relationship:

0.942

P1

From the polytropic equation, we therefore obtain:
T2

_

0.983

f1 -

for an adiabatic process
i. e., T2
1eve 1 .

a drop of five degrees from sea

20'C

1
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I hope I have clarified any confusion regarding the temperature lapse rate in this article,
and that the equations introduced may be of some
benefi t.

Case 1:- An atmosphere in which the lapse rate is
the adiabatic lapse rate.
As previously noted, n=1.4 in the lapse rate
equation, and therefore:
-dT

0.0098

Safe and Prosperous Soaring,
Warren Hall (NASSA, Qld.)

°C/m

d;l

Sorry about the mistakes in the June article
Warren , I 'm afraid it was a bit more technical
than we are.
Ed .

Thus, for a height of 485m above sea level,
the atmospheric temperature will be:
T2 = 25 - (0.0098 x 485)
= 20°C
Hence, the
be identical to
no tendency for
ition, due to a

temperature of the air bubble will
that of the surrounding air, and
the bubble to move from this posdensity difference, will exist.

In plain terms, the atmosphere is inherently
stable.
Case 2:-

Hang glider - Sailplane mid-ar
at Grenoble

An atmosphere in which the lapse rate is
greater than the adiabatic lapse rate.

Consider a value of, say, n=2, whereby:
-dT
0.0171 °C/m

Writing in the January edition of 'VOL LIBRE',
Rene Coulon reports that a mid-air collision took
place above the slopes of St. Eynard, near
Grenoble.
A Southdown SIGMA hang glider flown by
Bernard Charles-Pellat was struck by a sailplane
flown by a woman, Genevieve Remis.
Rene reports
that the collision was almost head-on, the pilot
of the hang glider being struck on the head by the
fin of the sailplane, which went on to cut the
control bar in two, and then tear the pilot's
parachute away from his harness.

dil

Therefore at the new altitude of 485 m, the
atmospheric temperature will be:
T2 = 16.7 °C
Hence, the temperature of the bubble is significantly higher than that of the surrounding
air, and it will voluntarily continue to rise.
Clearly, this is most desirable as far as crosscountry flying is concerned, because the warm
rising thermal bubble will be assisted in its'
rising by the drop in pressure it experiences as
it ri ses.
Case 3:-

Bernard seems to be a very lucky bloke.
His
helmet saved his life when the fin struck him, and
despite the fact that the SIGMA is a cross-boomless
model, the nose assembly held together, and glider
continued to fly, "albeit", as Rene says, "with an
unaccustomed amount of dihedral!"

An atmosphere in which the lapse rate is
less than the adiabatic lapse rate.

Keeping his cool, Bernard was able to pull
the parachute pack back up to him by its bridle,
and separate the inner bag.
Unfortunately, the
parachute deployed badly, but nevertheless, the
~ombined drag of the wing and the partiallylnflated parachute was sufficient to bring him
down to a not-very- hard landing in the trees.

If we consider a value of, say, n=l.l;
-dT

cu

= 0.0031 °C/m

At the new altitude, T2 = 23.5 °C.
Thus, any attempt of the air mass to rise
w~ll be aborted, since at a higher altitude, the
alr mass would be at a lower temperature, and
therefore tend to sink back to its original level.
Case 4:-

The sailplane fared worse.
The collision
detached the cables to the empennage, and it
inverted violently.
Genevieve took to her parachute, which deposited her on the roof of a hotel
some hundreds of metres away from the "pulverised"
aircraft.

~n

atm?sphere whi ch is experiencing
lnverSlon.

Making the point that, given the disparity in
flight speeds, the hang glider could not have been
said to fly into the sailplane, Rene notes that the
hang glider pilot's life was saved both by his
helmet, and the fact that the SIGMA is so well constructed that it held together long enough for him
to recover his parachute and deploy it.
Rene
appeals to all pilots to stay aware of other aircraft in their vicinity, and try to anticipate the
result of any manouvers they may make .....
(Report by Tony Fuell)

Considering a value of, say, n=0.8;
-dT = -0.0085 °C/m
d;l

At the new altitude Ti = 29°C.
Therefore , as altitude increases, so also
does temperature, and any air mass movement will
be such as to decrease its altitude.
The atmosphere therefore behaves in a stagnant manner and
any thoughts of flying should be disregarded:
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NEWS ... NEWS ... NEWS ...
HGFA

IS 01/

there

IS

flying do not have their own association but
are represented like everyone else through the
state associations. They can still organize
any events that they wish and have compl~1e
call on the facilities of the state and the
federal association to which they belong.
They are already, and have been in the past,
covered by our public liability insurance
policy .

First a review for those who haven't been
with the sport long or who have forgotten the
history of the association.
In 1972, there were about 50 hang gliding
enthusiasts in Australia. The Australian Self
Soaring Association (TASSA) was formed in Sydney
in that year to look after the interests of the
sport. Other associations were formed in other
areas but in April 1976, all these groups amalgamated so that TASSA became the national association for foot-launched hang gliding activities.
Pilots who preferred tow launched flying had
formed a Kite Flying Division and affiliated with
the Australian Wate~ Ski Association at about the
same time that TASSA was formed .
In 1978, the Department of Transport made
it clear that it would prefer that there be only
one association which covered both foot launched
and towed hang gliding activities with which it
could negotiate regarding regulation of the sport.
Therefore, the Hang Gliding Federation of Australia
was formed to act as the federal liaison for TAHGA
(the new name for TASSA adopted in 1977) and the
Kite Flying Division of the Australian Water Ski
Association.
In the last few months, the situation of
these associations has changed. The Australian
l~ater Ski Association met and decided to disband
their Kite Flying Division. They noted the trend
over the last few years for the water ski associations of other countries to encourage their kite
flying enthusiasts to associate with the national
hang gliding associations and to disband those
sections which represent only tow kiters. In
Australia, it was clear that most pilots who
engaged in towed flight also foot launched and
that they were already members of TAHGA. These
members were having to pay membership to both
associations and were receiving benefits which '
related to their hang gliding activities mostly
from TAHGA (such as insurance, SkySailor, pilot
ratings, etc.).

YOll"

CCtI7/ry Needs You .'

There are still several vacant positions
on the Australian team which is going to the
Third World Hang Gliding Championships in Beppu,
Japan in October.
It is not too late to get
a place on the team if you would like to
represent your country at this event.
Since at this stage the association cannot
offer any financial assistance to team members,
prospective competitors must be prepared to pay
their own expenses. The estimated cost is around
$2000 for airfares, accommodation, meals and
glider transport. Those Hang 4 pilots who can
afford that cost are invited to write to us for
more information as soon as possible. If money
does become available, it is only fair that
those pilots who have already committed themselves to go receive support before any other
team members are added.

When the decision of the Australian Water
Ski Association was made known to TAHGA/HGFA, it
was apparent that there was no longer any need
for the multiple associations at the federal
level.
At the Federal Convention, TAHGA
State Coordinators who are the directors of
the association, agreed to change the name
of the association to HGFA and otherwise to
continue as before providing the same services
to members as TAHGA had previously.

The only conditions are that you have been
an Australian resident for 3 years, that you are
a Hang 4 pilot with at least some competition
experience, and that you are willing to spend
some of your holidays and some of your savings
visiting Japan and flying with the best pilots
in the world.

The new logo was adopted and the secretary
was instructed to inform the relevant government
bodies and authorities that this 'change has
taken place. In the long run, all i t means is
that hang gliders who also engage in tow kite

P.S. Many companies give time off with pay to
employees representi~g their country in an
international competition. Check with yours.
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Australia has been fortunate that there
have been no known fatalities invol~ing student
pilots on these initial solo flights. How~ver,
serious injuries have resulted from enthuslasts
trying to teach themselves or being instructed
by a friend who is himself an inexperienced
pilot. Even experienced pilots may not be good
teachers if that they cannot convey what they
know to the student cleurly. Pilots' skill and
judgment could be substantially improved by the
introduction of this scheme.

NEWS .. NEWS ...
Interested in First Aid?
Because many of our flying sites are isolated
from medical facilities and because of the
importance of the initial treatment in determining
the seriousness of many injuries, the Federal
Executive felt that it would benefit the sport
greatly to have a larger portion of our members
trained in first aid. In order to encourage more
members to undertake such training, it was suggested that a scheme for reimbursing members for
the fees for these courSES be introduced.

The association is fortunate to have access
to some very good instructors who have been
involved with development of the scheme. Ian
Jarman, the federal Coaching Coordinator and
Rob de Groot, NSW Coaching Coordinator have been
instrumental in devising the scheme adopted and
have also sought the advise and comments of other
active instructors around Australia on the plan
before presen ti ng it to the Con venti on. ~Je
commend them for their efforts.

A fund for this purpose has been set up with
a sum contributed by the national association and
we want the scheme to begin immediately. Anyone
who has done a first aid course in the last six
months or who is planning to do so, should write
to HGFA and ask whether funds are available to
reimburse them. Do it today your flying partner's
life may be at stake.

The scheme will be centered around the
requirements of the pilot proficiency scheme
and will require that all instructors meet
the following requirements:
--current membership in the association
--current Hang 4 rating and Safety Officer
--actively flying--as indicated by log book
--current first aid qualification
--attended and passed Instructor Certification seminar within the last 2 years
--demonstrated to Training Officer "on hill
ability" by doing at least a" 10 lesson
apprenticeship or be actively teaching

Instructor Certification Program
The results of our accident survey conducted
for the year 1979 clearly demonstrated that the
number one cause of accidents was pilot error
and usually error in judgment as much as lack
of skill and ability. This is confirmed by all
reports on accidents here and overseas.

Coaching seminars are planned as part of
the implementation of the Instructor Certification scheme. The seminar as planned would be
carried out over 4 days. Two days will consist
of an advanced first aid course provided by the
St. Johns Ambulunce Service. The other two days
will include presentation of teaching techniques,
examination in safety measures, aerodynamics and
meteorology, air law, navigation and teaching
procedures. Practical examination with observation of each instructor's ability to teach an
actual student on site would also be carried out.

At present, there are only a handful of
professional hang gliding schools throughout
Australia. A great deal of instruction is still
carried out by local clubs, by manufacturer's
and informally by friends. The quality of the
instruction received by beginners varies enourmously. The introduction of an Instructor
Certification Scheme will attempt to upgrade the
standard of all instructors by providing training
seminars and programs with certification given
to those who complete the program at a sufficient
standard.

Initially, at least one seminar will be
carried out in each state and will cater for
up to 20 interested pilots wanting to become
certified instructors. Dates for these will
be arranged in the next few months and will
be advertised in SkySailor and through the
state associations.

The scheme has as its objectives ensuring
that all individuals taking up hang gliding
receive thier initial training from fully qualified instructors. As in ~ll other forms of
aviation, the initial instruction period is
crucial. In hang gliding this is especially
true since 99% of all beginners have even their
first few flights solo. Therefore, it is
essential that they be given a proper ground
school in how to operate the glider and in what
to expect. Their instructor must be capable
of providing them with this knowledge, with
adequate safety equipment, with a suitable
glider and with a safe site and suitable weather
conditions in which to fly.

Most pilots do not seek any further instruction once they have reached the Novice (Hang 2)
stage. However, our surveys again show that this
is indeed the most dangerous period in a pilot's
flying career and a time when he is most in need
of some expert advise and instruction. Such
topics as transition to prone flight, ridge soaring techniques, thermal soaring and ~ross-country
flights will be covered at these semln~rs to be
held as soon as possible after the beglnner ones
are completed.
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The N.A.S.S.A. club has introduced a new and
hopefully effective way in making the wives and
family of all the fliers enjoy a better social
life within the club . The club is now holding
bctrbecues, monthly at designated members' homes
and with organised flying days with a picnic or
barbecue on the sites so that both sides of the
family can be catered for.
The first of these
functions is to be held at 9 Cardwell Street,
Redbank Plains, on 18th July which also coincides
with Peter Ebeling's birthday and the completion
of his medical exams, so we are all looking forward to a great time with a succulent spit roasted
lamb that will no doubt go down very well.

Queensland News

Firstly I would like to extend my thanks to
all the people at the convention who made my stay
so very enjoyable and to the professional way the
organisers planned the entire convention that was
nothing short of brilliant.
By the time this
article has gone to press all the Qld. regional
"directors should have their complete appraisal of
what business was discussed at the 1981 convention.
I will be looking forward to any feedback relating
to the H.G.F.A. convention.

There are quite a number of club members
searching for sponsorship for the Blind Association Fly-A-Thon on 2nd August which will prove to
be a great benefit both for the Blind and for the
public relations of the sport, we only hope the
weather will play its part in this exercise.
Congratulations are due to one of our club
members Bruce Lee for winning the Logo competition which will no doubt make him feel proud, good
one Bruce!

There is to be a seminar on parachute deployment and repacking on 27 July at the Royal
Mail Hotel, Goodna commencing at 7.30 p.m.
The
parachute instructor presenting the seminar has a
excellent film on an actual deployment by a hang
glider pilot.
This seminar would have to be a
must for every hang glider pilot who can attend.
I hope to see an excellent roll up by the majority
of pilots in South-east Queensland.

Organization is already un der way for the
introduction of the major competition rounds to
be held in the summer season wi th trophies being
made, new equipment being made available, and a
complete new face lift for the Nobby.
The emphasis is on the Hang 2 pilots to rapidly gain
experience and knowledge to progress to higher
ratings and super flying.
There is also an
introductory course being held by the executive to
teach the basics in cross country flying, with the
use of radios and other relative equipment to enable the experienced Hang 3 to perform a cross
country flight easily and competently.

The instructor accreditation programme is to
take place in the Sunshine Coast area where all
the Qld. instructors will come together to become
certified instructors. The time is not exact as
yet but it may be in the month of August.
As
further information comes to hand the relative
instructors will be notified.

The N.A.S.S.A. executive feel this sort of
course is a must for pilots who don't quite know
what to do or expect when performing a cross
country.
The pilots involved will partake in a
rigorous update in meteorology, rules to follow
whilst thermalling, and the many safety aspects
which accompany cross country flying.
The rewards of such a course will prove to the pupil the
extreme pleasure of leaving the base hill and to
fly where he has never flown before.

The Blind Association Fly-A-Thon date has been
to the 2nd August when I hope to see a
spectacular turn up of fliers who are sponsored
for their flying to aid the blind. There will be
food and refreshments available at the site on the
day, with media coverage that will be quite comprehensive.
ch~nged

A note to all regional directors: does anyone
need any accident report forms, temporary or full
membership forms and any rating forms.
If so,
notify me immediately by phone or mail.
Qld. State Co-ordinator
Graham Puka 11 us

The N.A.S.S.A. club has streamlined instrument cowlings for sale at $20.00 which easily
accommodate the hummingbird vario, ball vario and
altimeter with plenty of room for anything else
you wish to install.
Complete installation of
vario and altimeters is done in 2 hours, installation instructions are included.
The club also
has antislip gloves made of wool and with an outer
cross hatched layer of a special nylon which are
great for summer and winter flying.
These gloves
fit any size hand with only two colours, chocolate
brown and white, obviously the brown colour would
be the most appropriate.
The price of these is
$2.50 postage included.
For orders or further
information please contact myself at the above
ad~ress or Dave Oxley, 36 Ishmael Street, Camira,
Bn sbane.
Yours, Secretary
G.W. Pukallus,
" Nobby Area Sky Surfing Assocn.
9 Cardwell St.
Redbank Plains, Qld.

NOBBY NOTES
It gives great pleasure for me to announce
that the N.A.S.S.A. club has now a financial membershi p of 60 members ~Ihi ch woul d have to be a
great achievement for a club which only started 3
years ago with 3 members.
The flying standard
is very high with a record low in accidents. This
is probably due to the stringent manner in which
the safety officers perform their duties, we hope
this sort of efficiency will prevail in years to
come.
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SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS
Stan Roy, ms.12071 ChevaIIum Road.
Palmwoods 4555 phone 071- 459185
BACK UP PARACHUTES
Sun Coast Light weight Thin Pack, 22 ft canopy
Near new 24 ft Windhavens with inspection certificate
Faired ballast bag (butts up to chute)

$320
$280
$15

VARIOS
Hummingbird Dmodel with adjustable sink alert
Colver 5 XC Model
Ball 620H
Ball 631 Digital Vario/Altimeter

$170
$220
$270
$435

AL TIMETERS
Thommen 2000 (wrist strap $7 extra)
3 Needle aircraft, weighs 8 ozs, sensitive

$115
$150

HELMETS
Leaf
Windhaven
New Lightweight helmet to AS 2063

$40
$45
$38

HARNESSES
Never before in Australia has so much research been put into developing
harnesses for the hang gliding pilot.
The result is a range of harness to fit the needs of every pilot with the utmost attention to comfort.
Construction of the main body is of H.D. 11 oz Cordura cloth (much stronger
and far more stretch resistant than the 8 ox Nylon Parapak normally used).
Option of closed cell foam (never before offered in Australia) or quality
open cell ,~density foam.
Closed cell is far more stretch resistant
but rolls up a bit bulky, the open cell is not as stable but rolls up more
compactly.
Shoulder pads are now of the smoother Nylon Parapak with webbing backing
and thick open cell foam for the ultimate comfort.
All suspension systems now use quality Mountaineering rope with certified
seat belt webbing anchorages.
Standard Suspension, Short
Standard Suspension, Midi
Run-Thru Main, Short
Add-on Coccoon Boot
Full one-piece Coccoon
Padded leg straps
Buckle adjustment (leg or mains)
Stirrup on coccoon
Run-Thru Mains (Equalizer pulleys on 4 main suspension
points)

$80
$90
$88
$40
$105
$8
$8
$5
$8

HAVERSAK FLITE KIT BAG
Leaves both hands free for carrying glider, has wide, thick,
soft shoulder pads to support glider weight. Construction
of H.D. Cordura, double stitched, H.D. zip top, internal
side and back pockets.
Double thickness bottom, adjustable
straps, rolls up small to fit in L.E. pocket when flying

$38

PILOT GLASSES VAURNET
Emphasize cloud development, greatly reduce ultraviolet rays.
With or without side shields. 2 models.

$35 or $58

WINDCHEATER
Pull-over type, 5 colour print "Suncoast Hang Gliders" or
"Hang gliding a natural high"

$16
Posted
$9.50
Posted

Contrast trim T-shirts with same designs
LEATHER GLOVES
Ski type, fleecy lined - small, medium or large
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$15
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Victorian Competitions
1981 VICTORIAN HANG GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS
Competition for Hang 4 and Hang 5 pilots, and the
top 5 pilots from the Hang 3 Qualifier.

HANG 3 QUALIFIER (and Fly-In)

This will be a One-on-One competition with a minimum of 8 rounds.

Competition for Hang 3 pilots ONLY, and Fly-In for
other pilots qualified to fly at the site in use.

It will be held over 2 weekends, with 2 back-up
weekends:

This will be a One-on-One competition, and the no.
of rounds will depend on the no. of pilots entered.

1st weekend - October 31st, November
3rd (Melbourne Cup) at
Elephant
2nd weekend - November 14th and 15th
Ba 11 a ra t a rea
1st back-up - November 28th and 29th
Yea area
2nd back-up - December 12th and 13th
Elephant

It will be held over 2 weekends, with a third weekend as a back-up:
1st weekend - September 5th and 6th at
j'1t. El ephant
2nd weekend - September 19th and 20th in the
Ballarat area
Back-up
- October 3rd and 4th at Mt.
Elephant
Entries close August 28th.

Entries close October 23rd

$10 Entry Fee

1981 VICTORIAN HANG GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS/HANG 3 QUALIFIER
ENTRY FORM
(cross out whichever is not applicable)
NAME ................................

PHONE ............ .

ADDRESS .................. . ............... . ............... .
MEMBERSH I P NO. . ............ . ... .

RATING .... . ......... .

I, the above named pilot acknowledge that I am entering this
competition on the following conditions:l.

I will obey all the competition rules.

2.

I will comply -with all the requests of officials and
organisers of the competition.

3.

I warrant and promise that I am physically and mentally
fit and competent to take part in the competition, and
that I am a skilled pilot who will be able to fly at the
competition sites safely.

4.

I hereby certify that the information provided above is
true, to the best of my knowledge.

5.

I promise, contract and undertake not to commence any
action against the organisers, officials, sponsors,
Councilor property owner or against any other person,
either directly or indirectly associated with the competition, to recover any damages of any kind as a result
of injury or damage arising out of the competition.

Date
SIGNATURE OF ENTRANT
SIGNATURE OF WITNESS
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1st and
Mt.
in the
in the
at Mt.

$10 Entry Fee

Although Roger Carr does not own the area
we now use to take off $. Spi on, he owns the
old take off and made us welcome for many
years. He has discussed our new take off
with the State Forestry Commission and there
is a good change of us keeping it if you
remember to take care of it and keep it clean.

VHGA NEWS,
VIEWS 8

If any of the members use Joanna beach past
Anglesea, please send a map and any improvements
you think necessary, as I have negotiated with
National Parks who are taking over the area and
are prepared to help with the construction of
a ramp, maybe a car park, etc.

STUFF

John McCarthy,
President V.H.G.A .
Southern Hang Gliding Club
Meetings on the first Tuesday of each month,
at Bells Hotel about 7.30 p.m. Safety officers
are present to do theory questions for ratings.
There is usually a kite mart and Willy Westgate
shows his films too (ARRRGH ... ) Oh, it's jolly
fun!

The HGFA/TAHGA convention is over and the results
are documented in this issue. VHGA will be running
the Nationals in 1982, among other resolutions .
I wish I had more news to forward, but besides
some fun, un seasonal flying at Bells there's been
very little happening.

Kilkunda
Got any improvement suggestions? The foreshore committee would like to help us out -who
are we to refuse ? What does Kilkunda need most?
(indecent suggestions disregarded!) If your fly
there often or occasionally we'd appreciate feed
back.

Our president John McCarthy has forwarded the
following report. Please take heed:
The President Speaks:
Your normally silent president feels something needs saying to some of you who don't
appear to want to answer your personal mail
(the 91 people who did reply please disregard
this piece).

V. H.G.A. CONTACT SHEET
General correspondancl
P.O. Box 400
Rating forms
PRAHRAN, 3181
SkySailor submissions
Training Enquiries Southern School of Hang
Gliding (03) 44 5557

The committee has worked hard to get the
VHGA incorporated. A letter was sent to you
containing a copy of the constitution. You
were asked to read it, detach the bottom half
of the letter, fill it in to say whether you
approved of the new constitution and forward
to P.O. Box 400, Prahran.

Office Bearers
President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Safety Di rector :
HGFA Coordinator:
"Your edi tor":

I realise that all our members are good
looking, intelligent and super-cool and this
little task was beneath their dignity to
compl ete.
Well, all I ask is for those 200 members
to get off their butts, put dignity aside and
answer the letter.

John McCarthy (03) 51 7301 ah
Greg Withers
(03) 876 3981 ah
Peter Lissenburg (03) 725 5625 ah
Dave Harding
(03) 699 6128 ah
Craig Aitken
(03) 429 3001 ah
John Reynoldson (03) 690 3051 ah

Victorian Safety Officers
AITKEN, Craig
Melbourne
BELFORD, Doug
Melbourne
GANE, Brian
Geelong
GRIFFITH, Glibert
Bright
HARDING, Dave
Melbourne
HILL, Wesley
Melbourne
KILPATRICK, Len
Geelong
LISSENBURG, Peter
Melbourne
McCARTHY, John
Melbourne
O'CONNOR, Paul
Geelong
O'NEIL, Ian
Melbourne
REYNOLDSON, John
Melbourne
STEELE, Rod
Melbourne
TANNER, Paul
Melbourne
VAN DER KLOOSTER, Rob Geelong

If you haven't got a copy of the constitution
please drop us a line and we'll forward you one.
We are acting on your behalf to help improve
our sport in Victoria. Every committee member
donates a lot of his free time on your behalf
-so how about giving up 5 minutes of yours to
reply?
Further news -we've obtained permission from
Roger Carr, the owner of Spion Kop, to name a
trophy after him. It will be awarded for the
best flight along the West Coast during the
calendar year (such as Mike Eitlourt, Ewen
Fagan and Bruce Atkinsons). To be eligible,
send a report of your flight to P.O. Box 400
complete with info on wind conditions, the
glider, etc so we can print the winners in
SkySailor.

II

429 3001
49 3380
(052) 61 2123
699 6128
277 7924
(052) 55 2718
725 5625
51 7301
(052) 75 1020
89 4163
690 3051
44 5557 BH
25 8148

SecretarY's Report
to the 1981 Annual

Convention

Communication with HGFA ceased to be a
prob 1em for the TAHGA executi ve because of the
institution of the shared executive in July 1980 .
This is because all the Federal Executive members
are quite practiced at talking to themselves .
However, there have been times when I've had to
write letters to myself officially for government
.
agencies or the files.

Communication with other sporting associations,
the Department of Transport, the Royal Federation
of Aero Clubs of Australia, and the Federal Dept.
of Home Affairs has increased markedly. Our
relations with all these bodies has improved very
greatly in the past year as a result of our
increased contact and cooperation with them.

COMMUN I CA TI ON
In my secretary's report to the 1980
Convention last April, I stressed the communication role of my job. In the 14 months since then,
those communication activities have continued to
be a prominent part of my responsibilities.

Communication with individual members is
mainly through SkySailor articles but I also
receive 2-3 letters per week from members wanting
information or services other than membership.
Providing information to non-members usually
follows a request worded something like "Tell me
everything there is to know about hang gliding".
Queries of this type come from agencies like
tourist promoters, aviation yearbook compilers,
libraries, sporting associations and the general
public. A growth area lately is requests for
talks and presentations to groups of all types.

Keeping the State Coordinators, informed of
the action of the Federal Executive has continued
to be carried out through letters on special topics
or requests and by circulating the minutes of each
of our meetings . -These minutes are ably recorded
and compiled by Olga White, our Minutes Secretary.
Communication with the State Association
Secretaries is mainly regarding membership matters
and a great deal of this has been delegated to the
Treasurer, Dennis White, who is the Keeper of the
Membership Lists. He provides the states with
lists of their members each month and also sends
lists to our insurers. Keeping these lists up to
date requires a great deal of work . Some figures
might give you an idea how much. Dennis and . I
estimate that TAHGA/HGFA receives an average of
1 letter a day from members questioning some
aspect of their membership. On top of this we
receive 2-3 changes of address per week. We
average 50 new members a month and about 20 short
term members a month.

INSURANCE
Our public liability insurance record has
remained good over the last year. There have
been no new claims made against the policy for
the second straight year. Another old claim
has been finalized and only one other claim is
still outstanding. The renewal of our policy
and its terms cannot be negotiated until later
in the year and will depend on our record for
the rest of 1981.

The reason for bori ng you
with these details isn't to impress you with how
hard we work but to convince you that the association has come to the stage in its development
when it cannot function efficiently if it relies
solely on volunteers. Centralizing the membership
procedures which will begin after the convention,
will eliminate double handling and will streamline
the task since now a lot of time is spent sorting
out records back and forth with states or waiting
for the state secretaries to provide us with the
necessary information. However, this centralization aside, it is still time (even past time) that
TAHGA/HGFA had some paid staff to do this job.
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The first project is the International
Team Competition planned for the Illawarra region
in early 1982. This event was originally planned
for last March to coincide with the Lawrence
Hargrave Centenary ~elebrations . Unfortunately, ·
there was not sufficient time to line up necessary
sponsorship or to organize the event and it had
to be rescheduled for next year . Plans are progressing well for the event though the scale of
the activities and the prize money are still
dependent on available sponsorship.

MAJOR NEW PROJECTS IN 1980-1981
D.O.T. Submission-In my mind, one of our major efforts in
the past year and the project that has the most
potential for influencing our sport has been our
submi ssion to D.O.T. for a change to ANO 95. 8.
If the changes which we have requested are made
to the regulations, it will open the skies to
hang gliders and remove some of the ex~essive
restrictions placed on our access to alrspace.
It will also signal our acceptance as part of .
the aviation community . However, some substantlal
responsibilities will also fall to the association
in the granting of this additional freedom to our
members .

The second project is a bid to host the 1983
World Hang Gliding Championships in Australia.
Bill Moyes will put our proposal to the Confederation International de Vol Libre meeting which will
be held in Japan after the World Competition in
October . The National Parks Authority at Mt.
Buffalo are enthusiastic about the idea as are
local business people. Considering the record
of previous competitions in that area, the
project has potential for being a great success.
If CIVL gives us the go-ahead we will have a
lot of work to do to get it off the ground in
time .

Fund Raising-With the finalization of an outstanding
federal grant from 1978-79 to HGFA (which was
no small task in itself), we became eligible
to apply for financial assistance from the Dept.
of Home Affairs under its Sports Development
Grant program. Our submission requested
assistance for such projects as coaching seminars,
a full-time coaching director, training films,
instructor's manuals, support for the team for
the world competition in Japan, an international
competition in Australia, clerical assistance,
and funding for SkySailor .

THE FIVE YEAR PLAN FOR HANG GLIDING
As part of our request for federal funding
it was necessary to draw up a five year plan for
the sport . The final document was prepared in a
form that will be useful for more than just this
purpose. It will be used as a general information
booklet about hang gliding and circulated to the
state associations, aviation authorities and
sporting bodies, and the media. It contains a
brief history of hang gliding, details of the
regulation of hang gliding in Australia by D. O. T.
and by the association, the goals for the sport
during the period from 1980 to 1985 and a great
deal of information on how these goals will be
implemented.

Administrator-The beginning of the scheme for a shared
administrator for our association, the Australian
Parachute Association and the Australian Aerobatics
Association also heralds some changes. This
position is funded by a grant from the federal
Dept. of Home Affairs for a period of 3 years.
Because all three associations are aviation sports
and self regulating, we have a great deal in
common and can learn from each other through this
shared position . Mr. Richard Dakers was appointed
to fill this position in May 1981 and we look
forward to a productive period for the sport with
his assistance.

The six major goals stated in the report
include:
1)

Improving the safety of the sport

2)

Improving the standard of performance of
participants

3)

Improving the legislation regulating hang
gliding

4)

The acceptance of hang gliding as part
of the aviation community and the sporting
community

5)

Improving the administration and organization of the sport

6)

Improving the public image of the sport

Competitions-There has never been a major international
competition in Australia but this may change in
the near future. Our roving ambassador, Bill
Moyes, keeps telling us that hang gliders through
out the world are anxious to come here and are
just waiting for an opportunity. Two major projects are planned in this area.

continued on page 14
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HANG GLIDING
A'C CESSORIES

continued from page 13

It is not possible to give adequate coverage
hr.re of all the projects planned which will make
progress toward these goals. However, some major
topics covered under Goal #l-improving the safety
of the sport--include: the results of the first
safety survey, previous efforts at improving
safety, changes to the pilot proficiency scheme,
improving initial instruction by introducing the
Instructor Certification Scheme, continuing
~ducation and instruction beyond beginner levels ,
lmproving first aid availability, improving the
monitoring of accidents and their causes, and
improving the quality of equipment in use by
II""mbers . Under Goal #2--improving performance
standards--competitions and national and international records were discussed.

D.O.T. approved (No. 2235) Parachute harness
anq canopy manufacturers

The Back-up Chute
complete $320.00

Deluxe Prone Harness
$79.00
Stirrup $8.50

CONCLUS ION:

Altimeter

I thin.k that the past year has been a very
productive one for the association . We have
welcomed the addition of Ian Jarman to the Federal
Executive as our enthusiastic Coaching Coordinator .
SkySailor has improved even more thanks to Olga
White and the other members of her team. Though
at times this job is exhausting, it is also
exciting to be involved with some of the new
ideas and activities underway. It is reassuring
that we are receiving more positive comments and
less complaints from the members than when we
first took the job on. That is the only reward
we volunteers receive that makes it seem worthwhile. Thanks to Dennis White for all his
assistance again this year and to the others on
the executive who make i t a pleasant experience
being involved.

$78.00

Hummingbird Vario
$171.00

Summer Harness
$81.00

Marsha /·1. Leeman
Federal Secr etary

C&D H/G Helmet
$46.00

Kite Bag
$52.00
*If it's not listed ask us.

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIAm:
68 WENTWORTH AVE., SYDNEY 2010
Tel. (02) 211·5555
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1981 Treasurer s Report

Major expenses in 1982 will be Skysailor, the
new mem bership system, a second edition of the
pilot handbook and the continuation of p~ojects
already cormnenced.
These expenses requlre a fee
of between $10 to $12 which will not allow the
commencement of any new projects such as instructor certification programs.
To cover these new
projects a fee of about $15 should be levied.
This massive increase in the TAHGA fee should be
partly offset by a decrease in State Association
fees since even more of their expenses are to be
transferred to TAHGA.

TAHGA's subscription revenue in 1980 was
$24,972.01, an increase of $7,638 as compared to
1979.
However, by the end of 1980 there were
1188 members as compared to 1153 members by the
end of 1979, an increase of only 53.
The increase in revenue was due in part to the vigorous pursuit of subscription monies collected by
State Associations from members on TAHGA's behalf.
The net cost of Skysailor increased by $4,462
to $7,621.
However, $2,212 of this was payment
for outstanding accounts from 1979.
So the actual
cost of producing Skysailor in 1979 was $5,371 as
against $5,408 in 1980.
It is unlikely that future increases will be this small.
Advertising
revenue and magazine sales raised $1,711.

At the 1981 Convention, the states decided
that the Federation will take over even more of
their expenses.
The national body current~y pays
for Skysailor (printing and postage), the Pllot
Handbook and rating forms, for example.
From
1982 HGFA will pay for these things as well as
the printing and distribution of membership cards,
rating cards, a 2nd edition of the manual and the
coachinQ accredition scheme.
As well as these
new proJects, HGFA will have to pay.for servic~s
that were previously free.
These lnclude tYPlng
and the use of computer facilities.
The latter,
in particular will be a major expense in 1982.
All this mean~ that the current fee of $18 per
annum will have to be raised to about $25.

The production and distribution costs of the
pilot handbook were $3,845, about $1,000 under
budget.
HO~lever not a 11 the manua 1s produced in
1980 were distributed in that year so some of that
money was spent in 1981.
TAHGA entered 1981 with an unexpected surplus
of $6,504.
This was due to the collection of
more subscription money ' ,than had been counted on
(particularly in the latter part of 1980) and the
containment of major expenses such as the Handbook
and Skysailor.

The bright side of this gloomy picture is
that now the State Associations will have fewer
expenses, at the very least, there should be no
increases in State fees.
In fact, State fees
An all
should come do~m in a number of States.
up annual fee of around $30 seems r~asonable to
the HGFA executive.
If you are gOlng to pay
more, why not hassle your State Executive to find
out why.
HGFA has done its sums and caref~ll~
planned its budget.
Does your State Assoclatlon?
HGFA has no control over State fees, that is
something that only the members can do something
about.
-

Current Financial and Membership Situation
(6th June 1981) Of the 1,188 members who joined in 1980,762
have sent their renewal money directly to TAHGA.
With the members who send their renewal money
direct to their State Asso'ciation there are about
800 renewals to date.
Total membership at this
time is 1,022.
The direct renewal procedure has been a
singular success from TAHGA's point of view. By
the end of January, 1981, there were 612 renewed
members on the books as against none at the end
of January, 1980. This has meant that TAHGA
could supply meaningful and accurate figures to
our insurers in particular.
The direct renewal
procedure will operate again for 1982 and it is
hoped that even more members will realize the
advantages of not sending their membership money
through their State associations.

Slices of the 1980
SkySailor

(40.8%)

Cake
Audi t,
Postage,
Stationery,
Phone /'.
Offi ce
(5.4%)

)

TAHGA's current assets total $11,618.78.
These include an Interest Bearing Deposit ($6885.74),
Cheque Account~2709.04) and cash in hand ($2024).
Expected major expenses to the end of the year
include Skysailor ($5000), Insurance ($3000), the
1981 Convention ($2000) and the 1981 Audit ($600).
Expected revenue includes Skysailor advertising
($800) and membership subscriptions ($1200). Thus
the projected 1981 surplus is approximately $2400,
considerably less than the 1980 surplus.

Aill

TAHGA

Convention
(9.4%)

HGFA fee!

Grants are available from the Commonwealth
Government tn assist sporting bodies such as ours.
However even if HGFA manages to obtain any of these
grants, they will not assist in the day to day operation of the Federation, which will need to
remain self financing.

Handbook
(20.6%)
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LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR

Flying Two Up
As a non flying female in the hang gliding
club, I was lucky enough to get the opportunity
to experience a two up flight for the first time.
Approximately four years ago, I had an
attempt at flying, but I was unable to overcome my
fear.
Therefore until recently I've been content
to keep my feet planted firmly on the ground.
Then a couple of friends suggested I go two up
with them.
Over a couple of drinks, sitting next
to a snug fi re i t \~as easy for me to say yes.
Every weekend after that, I'd look out the window
and hope for no wind, or a gale.
One Sunday we
drove up to Cape Jervis, which is a site that is
rarely on, however that day the wind was blowing
West, and just perfect for a two up flight.
I
was sitting in our Combi Van as Larry "Loops" flew
overhead.
I heard him calling down to John
Mellowship below, who was setting up his Skydart,
to get me prepared.
Silently, I was scared to
death, but it was too late to change my mind.
Before I knew it, I wqs in prone flying side by
side with Larry.
I couldn't believe how fantastic it felt.
We soared around for about 20 beautiful minutes .
I even got to ex perience a 360!
Below us there were some guys on the beach on
motor bikes.
I had to laugh at them, because
what they were doing seemed so boring compared to
what I was experiencing.

Dear Editor,
I'm writing regarding my letter on p. 19 of
the March "Skysailor", and subsequent replies.
Firstly, my points regarding funding, and competitor ratings were more than adequately answered
by Martyn Yeoman's letter in the April edition no further complaints there.
However, my point regarding the closing of
sites (particularly sites like Stanwell) during
competitions still stands unanswered.
I feel
that the attitude of competition organisers to
casual flyers should be one of - "We're holding a
competition here, and the task being flown now is
....... please keep clear of that area, and thanks
for your co-operation", rather than what seems to
be the current attitude "We're having a Competition here, go find somewhere else to play around!".

Before we landed I was instructed on what to
do, and I'd seen it a million times before so I
thought I was prepared.
Unfortunately I wasn't.
~Ie dropped out of prone and I had my ri ght hand
on the upright of the A frame; but when I saw
the ground coming up so fast I let go of the A
frame and put my arm out to the ground.

If conditions are safe, I have the appropriate rating, and I feel like flying, I know
where I'll be - and I'd like to see you there too
- competitor or casual flyer!!
On a lighter note, I was sitting in a waiting
room recently, and found a copy of "Australian
Flying" - March/April 1976 edition, and it had an
interesting article on hang-gliding.
It was interesting to see what things were like then (I've
only been flying a year), but one paragraph was
quite a shock to the system.
From page 39:-

The result was one dislocated elbow.
I'd
been unable to use my arm for a week, but now I
can, so I thought I'd take the first opportunity
to put pen to paper, and thank Larry for a terrific flight.
I hope to get the chance to do it
again. (It's been suggested I have my hand
strapped to the A frame).
Happy flying and a
safe landing to all hang glider pilots!
Irma Paulos

"The latest flying techniques being perfected
are inverted flights, loops, barrel rolls,
and high speed dives.
These manoeuvres
generally take place in high altitude takeoff areas with plenty of room for recovery.
Speeds normally used for these manoeuvres
are 85 to 95 mph, with a minimum of 335
metres (1,000 ft.) for pull-out safety. One
flier has over 50 recorded loops and a claim
of 300 since his early attempts.
Inverted
flights for 14 seconds have also been observed with high speed barrel rolls an added
exhibit.
High speed dives have a strong
claimant for fatalities."

Learner's Point of View

n

Just thought I'd drop a line because I have
worked out what I believe to be a very goqd, effective, efficient and safe teaching method for raw
beginners who have never flown before.
I remember the way I learnt.
The second day
of my instruction I was taken up to the top of the
learner's slope on Mt. Taylor about 60 ft. or . so;
given the do's and don'ts for what seemed about 1
an hour then launched for my 2 minute glide to the
bottom, a good fly.

Obviously, the Wheels of Progress have been
turning backwards since those days!
I might buy
an old Rogallo, and challenge people to speed runs
from the top of Stanwell to the bottom.
Let's
see, 560 ft. at 95 mph is about ... 4 secs - beat
that with your double surfaces and floating crossbars!!! !
Safe flying,
Dave Julian

Beginners come to flying, then their
starts as all the ·experienced flyers want
flying and not teaching.
Beginners then
ing degrees) find out how to fly by trial
error.
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trial
to go
(to varyand

The teaching method I suggests starts by the
. instructor(s) having
(a)
(b)
(c)

a sound projector,
sound film with good footage and voice
instruction,
a piece of wood representing the control
bar - maybe a piece of broom handle say 3'
long.

After ~Ie exp 1a in the bar movements and why, we
now get the student imagining he is actually flying
with the flyer in the film.
The learner then
learns to fly (in his mind) as he thinks about what
he is doing as he watches the film and listening to
the sound track instruction (with the odd emergencies thrown in by the instructors present), e.g.:
you're stalling here, wind picks up there, rotor,
etc. etc. etc. - quick what do you do?
Before I took my first actual flying lesson
and first leap (push) off the hill, I used to walk
around the paddock with the! broom handle stick
in my hands (pretending it was the control bar),
thinking to myself the movements and why until they
were firmly entrenched in my mind so that the
first flight I ever had was a complete success.

NEED A RATING:
CONTACT NSWHGA TRAINING OFFICER
Rob de Groot on 698 8584.

I made a lot of mistakes while I was flying
on the ground, but at least I had a good second
chance to have another go.

Rob will give you the names and telephone
numbers of the nearest Safety Officers.

This idea would also not interfere at all
with good flyers' flying time as usually when it's
good on the training slope with plenty of aspiring young eagles eagerly wanting to learn to fly
it's also very good at the lake for a trip.
Graham Ayles

,,' ~oe"f;D IJ1SrAfC)elt. ".
A- DAZED OONDITIDN SAlP ...
1'U(!,l.IC FlBG'~ wOCU:O Ie
100 SOot> ~11Ie f'BIrLt
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Learner's Point of

View I

Passing on to others a lesson learned, I have
to keep reminding myself never to press on past
the point of no return during take off, unless
everything seems absolutely right.
I have had
close calls taking off with the kite, drifting
slightly sideways and regarding it too casually.
I am learning, that to prevent even a remote
chance of calamity, every take off must be as
faultless as possible.
If a fault appeers, stop
and find the cause.
G. Smith, N.S.W.

First impressions can leave a la sting memory
of what is assumed to be a regular feature, many
hopefuls are put off a sport by some unfortunate
experience on their first day.
Some do it by the
seat of their pants, diehards conclude that those
deserters could never make the grade if they persisted.
Shouldn't anybody, showing keen interest,
be given the opportunity to make a go of it, and
perhaps swell the ranks? Not everybody is of
the mentality to return tomorrow proudly displaying yesterday's scars.
It should only be possible to receive bumps and lumps if proper instruction is not followed.
So the first essential is
proper instruction.
I have found good pilots
very willing to offer it, and if it is not followed, then analyse the reasons.

In a flap
William Dowson of Renfrewshire has patented
(BP 1 578 787) a hang glider which, he says, can
move forwards even when there is no wind.
He
aims to achieve this feat with a flapping wing.

Communication can be a problem.
It is frustrating for the learner to discover after the
event, that he didn't fully understand what he
was required to do, and it must be equally frustrating for the instructor to observe that the
learner did not get the message.

Superficially, Dowson's design looks like a
conventional hang glider, with a main frame and
wings formed from a skeleton of alloy and glass
fibre struts covered with PVC sheeting.
But the
guys and struts are arranged so that when the flyer
stands on tread bars slung underneath the wings,
and grips a pair of overhead bars, his downward
weight tensions the guys and causes the wings to
pivot downwards.
When the weight on the tread
bar is decreased - the pilot transfers his load to
the hand bars - the wings move up again.
Inherent
flexibility causes movement of some struts to lag
The
behind others to create a flapping effect.
inventor claims that this displaces air to push the
glider forward even in still air.

I do not wish to teach my hang gliding superiors, but based on my experiences in other
fields, I offer the suggestion, that the only way
an instructor can be certain beforehand what the
learner intends to attempt, rather than find out
after he did not get it right, is to ask him to
describe the whole sequence from before take off
to after landing, and continue to correct him
until he has it clearly in his mind before attemptIt will become quite obvious how
ing the task.
much information he can cope with.
Shouting at
a person when his mind is already occupied with the
task, and especially after he is airborne, is a
very bad distraction.
Confusion sets in and the
good work of pre-instruction is undone, unless of
course, in spite of everything, he is in a dangerous situation.
He is unlikely to hear clearly
anyway.
Two way radio would be an asset.

From New Scientist, 19 Feb. 1981.

skysooring industries
PO Box 103, Thirroul 2515

In other sporting activities I have noticed
that if an instructor says nothing for a few minutes after the event and listens intently, the
learner's spontaneous remarks can be very informative.
He will learn their pOint of view.

RETAILERS AND DISTRIBUTORS OF :
VARIOMETERS

$170

ALTIMETERS
............................ $1l5
Thorrrnen 2000-26
Wrist strap extra, $7.00
WIND METERS
.......................... $30
Hall windmeters with brackets

A T TEN T ION
THE PHONE NUMBER OF ULTRA LIGHT FLIGHT SYSTEMS
PRINTED IN THE AD ON THE BACK COVER OF THE June
ISSUE WAS INCORRECT.
THE CORRECT NUMBER IS
02-5216365.
OUR APOLOGIES FOR ANY INCONVENIENCE
THIS ~1AY HAVE CAUSED TO ULTRA LIGHT AND THEIR
CUSTO~1ERS .

PARACHUTES
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $400
with double container bag
Advanced Air Sports
20 Kevlar lines
20 ft. canopy, 1 oz. cloth
weighs 4 lbs, super compact

phone SIeve Kennord (042)

61/194
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THE STUMP

The humans spent the rest of the day clearing more
trees so that by eveni ng they had cut down some
titty or so, and they had a clearing 80' wide and
200' dOl'ln the hill.
Tile following day it rained
~Ihich I'las a welcome rel ief from the hot sun on my
exposed trunk. It was a month before the humans
were back, but whi 1 st they were away my 1i fe had
become very lone Iy. Where once I had had eagl es
and other birds drop in for a rest and chat I now
have to be content with 1 i zards and grasshoppers
for news . The occasional sparrow has stopped but
on the whole, few come to see me. Not only do I
teel more alone, I teel naked sitting out on my
own in the mi dd I e of the cl eari ng where the wi nd
blows stronger and the sun beats hotter.

By nature's standard I am but an atom in a second
of a second of time but even so I have been in the
same spot for sixty years.
Once I stood tall some fi fty feet, and had a 1ush
canopy of branche~ and leaves. I have. seen times
of pl enty and times of great hardshl p.
In my
fortieth year, I almost died from lack of water
and my weakened condition allowed dreaded pests to
infiltrate my body. Though I recovered, the pests
stayed and we 1ived hand in hand for the ~ext
twenty years. From my vantage point on the hlll,
I have watched the 1 and change colour, with the
passing seasons , some 2000' below. Eagles, I have
watched, gliding effortlessly overhead and on
occasi on they have even stopped, on my uppermost
I imbs, for a chat. Forest talk has it that I was
dropped by one of these bi rds when I was but a
seed and that my mother, an el der of thi s fores t,
lives some 2 mi les ·down the ridge.

When the humans came back, they brought bi g ki tes
with them.
These they strapped themselves into
and ran off into the air. So now I knew what they
had made the Clearing for, they were using it as a
hang g Ii di ng take off si te. I had heard thi s was
something new, humans were doing at other places
around the country.

The sun had not long been up when the sereni ty of
t he forest was shat tered by the angry buzz of
chain saws. Some humans were slowly cutting down
my brothers and Sisters to each side of me •. As I
watched, the processi on slowly worked thel r way
down to where I was standi ng.
By now they had
disposed of some twenty of my friends, so I
resi gned myself to the fate that awaited me.

I noti ced that when these bi rdrnen took off, they
flew just over my head. Missing me by only a few
feet. Perhaps when they leave, I might be able to
grow a toot, or so, then, when they return I wi 11
ri se up and ca tc hone.
lowe it to my stumped
tnends to catch at least one. Meanwhile I will
just sit quietly and be unobstructive.

I was sti 11 wonderi ng what the humans intentions
were when the cha i nsaw bit deep. I felt no pain
when'my trunk came crashing down th~ugh I notic~d
that my pest companions were fleelng for thelr
lives - still why were we being cut down!

When they have flown over me a few ti mes thei r
guard wi II be down and that is when I wi 11 reach
up to ~y full height and strike.
VEE DHUB

Be it a brand new Moyes Mega III
or a second hand trainer, if you
buy from us you not only get the
best deal but the best service.
All our gliders are guaranteed
to be test flown, inspected and
tuned for you by Australian
team members Ian Jarman and Rob
de Groot.

499 Crown St., SURRY HILLS 2010
PHONE: 6988584
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MEGA3 MEGA 3

MEGA III WINS
The Italian XC Championships
- beating the best of Europe's gliders.
MEGA III WINS
The South African Nationals
- beating the best of the world's gliders.
MEGA III IS NOW CERTIFIED TO USHGMA STANDARDS
- So now you know that your Mega III is certified, and documented safe
and strong as well as possessing world class performance.
- It is Bill and Steve's policy to maximise glider performance, but
NOT at the expense of the glider's structural integrity and NOT
at the expense of your safety.
- This can only be done by continual test vehicle evaluatio~ of both
pitch and ultimate loads, both positive and negative until structural
failure occurs .
This is followed by further refinement and more test vehicle evaluation
until the USHGMA conditions are not only met, but exceeded.
- The strength and safety of the MEGA III through all environmental
conditions is documented. Its performance is at least equal if not
better than anything in the world.
THERE CAN ON LY BE ONE SAFE CHOICE
MEGA III
'Phone the factory:
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387 5114

198//2

Mt Buffalo X-C Championships

As I pointed out in the May Skysailor I have
organized two X-C's for this summer, so that everybody can be catered for.

forget entries close 31st October, so don't be late
or you'll miss out.
Send entries direct to me,

The classic is to be held from Monday the
28th December to Sunday 3rd of January.
This is
so that flyers can have Christmas how they want,
then a day for travelling and a day for practice.
Also the 4th January is a public holiday for most
people so that they have a day to travel if need
be.

Mt. Buffalo X-C,
Lot 23 Kirkwood Crt.,
Montrose, Victoria, 3765.
For any enquiries ring (03) 728-2778 (after
5 p.m. only).

The 1982 Mt. Buffalo Qualifier is to be held
from the 24th to the 30th January.

With that I look forward to receiving your
entries.
Safe soaring,
Stephen Ruffl es

Note: The Australian Nationals have been set
to run from the lOth to the 16th January.
This will give pilots who aren't in the comps
etc., 6 and 7 days between comps to do whatever
they want.
As I pointed out the classic will have a very
high standard of pilot.
Hang V level is needed
to enter, you'll need to let me know your placings
in comps, and your noteworthy X-C flights if I'm
Last year's top 20 will
not familiar with you.
automatically get a place if they apply with their
Hang V rating.
Entry fee is $30 to cover paid officials. At
this stage there is a $1,000 prize pool which hopefully will increase with any sponsorships that we
can get.
The Qualifier will require Hang IV rating (as
does anyone who wants to fly Mt. Buffalo), however
you will still need to let me know your experience
as there are only 50 places maximum!
In the comps
at this stage, the figure may possibly be less.
Entry fee is $20 which will go mainly to paid officials.
The prizes for this comp (based on comparative performances of pilots in the classic)
will be assured places in the following year's
classic, also experience towards your Hang V rating.

Acceptable launch technique which will be
mandatory for next year's competition.

Entry requirements for both comps will be:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

I

Standard Mt. Buffalo takeoff only - see
May issue.
Parachute
Al timeter

North Queensland Camp.
For all those interested, the 1981 North
Queensland Hang Gliding Championships will be
held at Eungella on the weekend of the 4th &
5th of October. Eungella is situated about
30 km. east of Mackay and offers excellent
therma 1 and cross coun'try flyi ng.

2 suspension loops; locking carabiner or
2 standard carabiners.
1982 TAHGA membership (by mid December).
Glider must be in perfect condition, to
comfortably withstand thermal induced
turbulence and be pitch stable.

Entry fee is ten dollars and can be paid
on the day; the site will be closed to nonco~petitors for the duration of the competition,
All competitors must be financial members of
HGFA, hold a H4 or H5 rating and carry a parachute and altimeter.

All entry fees are refundable until 1st
December.
After that date you'll need a very
good excuse to get it back.

Prize money of at least $300 is available
and winners will be determined on distance flown
during the competition.

If you have all the above, great, if not
there are no exceptions.

Nev. Hoger,
P.O. Box 820,
t~ackay, 4740.

All contenders will be notified by the 14th
November as to which comp they will be in. Don't
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wa s in ve ry light lift and the Mega was sinking
only gradually.

Over the back at Tnllows

Neil s tarted circling around, thinking I had
landed, but I was above him and he couldn't see
m~ .
I continued downwind past the town. By the
tlme I was at the industrial estate I was down to
900 feet. I went back closer to the squall and
gained 500 feet in strong, rough, 2000 feet up
air . Neil saw me circling and gaining and raced
over to where I was. Those Mega 3's can really
move! He was low but he found some lift and
worked his way up to about 800 ft before losing
it and heading downwind.

In the first wee k of April I wa s parti ci pating in the advanc~ hang glidin g course run by
Steve Moyes in South East Queensland. Durin g th e
course we went down to Byron Bay for a few day s.
The course was run like a competition with
the students competing with each other in a
number of events. On the 2nd day at Byron I was
picked to fly against "Bozo Ely".
I took off from Tallows Ridge into a strong
E.S.E. wind and started competing against Bozo in
speed runs, rac~s to the lighthouse and back and
360's. After finishing the set tasks I went off
and practiced my free style.

circled in zero sink for a while and then
headed downwind in steady sink . Neil landed safely
in a paddock near the highway. I circled around,
lost my remaining 500 feet and landed in the same
paddock 200 yards further up, beside the cement
works on Highway 1. We then both watched the
squall pass over us and dump its load on
Coorabell.

After a couple of hours in the air I noticed
a large squall heading towards the Eastface. So
I jOined half a dozen other flyers there in the
hope of getting cloudsuck. As the squall got
closer we all started getting closer. By the
time the squall was almost upon us we were 1200
ft above the sea.

Distance flown was 9 kms. Although there
were other flyers in the cloudsuck originally,
only Neil and I went for it. Although it was
not one of my longer XC flights it was very
exciting as it was the first time I'd knowingly
used cloudsuck and because it's not every day
you go over the back of Tallows.

"Neil Mershi n" in hi s new Mega 3, and I
drifted back past Tallows till we were above the
dump. A few kites had landed in the dump and I
could see the pilots looking up at us and I knew
what .they were thinking. Wispy bits of cloud
were going past us and below us, Neil was at thi s
stage about 200 feet below me.
As a large bank of cloud was about to engulf
us we turned downwind in unison. We were
~ fo.!:: J.!!
Racing the front of the squall, I

I must thank Steve for suggesting I use
ins truments before the fl i ght . I normally
don't use them and I would have been lost
without them when I was over the back.
Scott Tucker

INSTRUMENTS VARIOMETERS -- ALTIMETERS -- AIRSPEEDS -- BAROGRAPHS
We ar e the Australian agents for BALL VARIOMETERS and can suppl y a range of instruments to suit your
re qlli r ements at c01npetitive pri ces.
TRY THESE:MODEL 620H

- Hell kno\~n to Au strali an fly ers , var i o incllJoes huilt in audio.
Uses two intern al 9v hatter ies.

MODEL 629

-

The l atest-vario / digi t al alti meter comh i nation.
above or below t ak e off po int.

MODEL 631

-

SafTle as 629 plus huilt i'1 ilwlifJ .

The se and oth er

I~ od e l s

Alti mete r reads

all vli th one year Il arrall ty dnd fa c tory approved hack up in Australia.

We ca n also su pp l y :REPLOGLE t3 ar o~lrap l-] s , 1 i ght \/eiJht , r 'UfJ'1~r1 iJn i rel i ah l e , 3n , 0(1) ' r ange
... ALTIMETERS ." AIRSPEED INDICATORS
PARACHUTES •.. COMPASSES ••• OXYGEN SYSTEMS •••
MECHANICAL VARIOS ••• ACCESSORIES

T. &

J. Sailplane Services

BOX 324, CAMDEN, N.S.W. 2570
PHONE (046) 667079 -
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A.H. (046) 57 1288

Jet-powered, strap-on

Hang - The consequences

airplane

(Reprinted from Wings, February, 1981)
Dear Sir,

Even in this age of supersonic travel and
space shuttles, recreational aircraft, such as hang
gliders and motorized one-man airplanes, are still
based on primitive aeronautical designs.
But not
the Homo Avis (photo), designed by Igor Dmitrowsky,
27, a mechanical engineer from New York. This
unique aircraft is a modern-day answer to man's
perennial desire to grow wings and fly.
The Homo
Avis straps on to a pilot's back like a hang glider,
but beyond this similarity, the Homo Avis is in a
class of its own.
It features jet power, computercontrolled navigation systems and wings that are
sophisticated, scaled-down versions of those used
on commercial aircraft.

I would like to bring to the attention of all
pilots the dangers involved in using hang gliding
equipment that is not specifically designed for
hang gliding use.
It may be obvious to the more
experienced pilots but I believe many newcomers to
our sport do not appreci ate these dangers.
In
particular, I would like to highlight the risks
inherent in using carabiners.
In July 1980's
Drachenflieger magazine I read this article: On
the 18th of May, 1980, Peter Ostler, a German
pilot, was flying in a light wind at Rottach Egan.
He made a radical 180 0 turn and apparently his
carabiner snapped.
He deployed his parachute
successfully but the tragedy was that the bridle
strap for his parachute came out of his broken
He fell 500 feet to his death.
carabiner.
Ironically, his parachute landed only a few feet
away from his body.
What is most disturbing is
that other pilots on the hill had made a pre-flight
check and they said his carabiner showed no sign
of damage.
Subsequent investigation revealed
that the carabiner should have had 2200 kg breaking
strain.
However, it was at least two years old
and probably much older.
Two years earlier,
another German, Herbert Hoeness, died in similar
circumstances.
With these two accidents in mind,
I would suggest that pilots adopt at least some of
the following recommendations:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

A prototype of Dmitrowsky's aircraft is now
under construction by the Etna Tool & Die Co., of
New York.
When it is completed, within six months
to a year, the aircraft should be capable of flying
at a cruising speed of 70 mph, with a range of
about 100 miles.
The Homo Avis will have either
a single- or twin-engine jet-propulsion system and
movable ailerons on its 5-foot-long wings.
It will
be made of lightweight aluminium and graphiteepoxy parts with built-in shields to protect the
strapped-in pilot from the engine heat.
The craft
is expected to weigh about 130 pounds with a full
tank of fuel, but takeoffs should be little problem with the jet engine helping the pilot reach
the lift speeq of 15 mph.

You should buy the best carabiner possible
(beware of Japanese models).
You should renew it at least every two years.
You should renew it after a crash-landing
and, further, I would argue it may be necessary to replace it after encountering heavy
turbulence.
Recently, the screw gate on my
carabiner jammed tight after flying in violent turbulence and it needed a pair of
molegrips to unscrew it.
A micrometer
measurement revealed that it had actually
stretched!
You could use two carabiners - one attached
to one hang strap and another attached to a
slightly longer strap.
For those pilots with a parachute, undo the
stitches on the bridle strap and then feed
it through the loop on the hang strap (the
loop through which the carabiner normally
Then bring it back on itself and
goes).
have it sewn on securely so that the two
loops are interlocking.
Feed both loops
through the carabiner.
In the event of
your carabiner failing, you would still be
attached to your parachute.
Remember,
never get complacent, always inspect your
glider, your harness, the carabiner and hang
straps before every flight - it could save
your 1ife.
Tony Delaney
Pennine Club

Dmitrowsky says aviation rules will probably
preclude the Homo Avis from ever becoming a suitable vehicle for daily commuting or commercial
transportation.
However, beyond recreational
use, he says, it could be a useful military aircraft.
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might suffocate from a lack of air or, due to some
unforseen conditions, find themselves unable to
come down at all - doomed to fly the skies for
eternity like the Hiegender Hollander!!!
The drop
out of course must also be very fit because some of
the best places to drop out are also the most inaccessible and could be miles from take off.
Baggy
clothing of high drag coefficient is, of course,
the name of the game for a drop out conscious pilot.

Blast from the Past
Reprinted from SKYSAILOR ....
THE ART OF DROPPING OUT
There has long been the misconceived presumption among many pilots that the aim of hang gliding
is to stay up as long as possible.
I, through
personal experience and observation have discovered
a new, far more exhilarating experience than
actually flying, namely dropping out.

The Glider
This, of course, is a matter of much discussion amongst drop outs when they get together and it
can be said that some types of gliders will perform
better under certain conditions than others. But
all in all, I believe in the long run there is not
much between them.
The main criteria being weight,
sail area and handling.
It is not necessarily the
heaviest glider with a small sail area which is the
best because in some strong wind conditions over 80
knots you could actually penetrate and soar, whereas lighter gliders with larger sail area will
actually be blown out of the sky and achieve a
highly successful drop out miles behind takeoff.

It seems to me many pilots are foregoing
excellent opportunities to drop out for the sake
of extended soaring flights.
This would seem to
me such a waste as now my log book is crammed full
of hours accrued through dropping out.
In fact,
since logging my dropping out hours I have exceeded
my total flying iime since I began flying over 2
years ago, and I've only started logging dropped
out time for 6 months!
I regard dropping out as rather an avante
garde backdoor sport separate from hang gliding and
I'm sure there are pilots out there who are secretly ' practising it and didn't realize others are.
Well I'm now saying all us dropouts should band
together and make our voices heard.
We have as
much right to the earth as the flyers have to the
sky.
After all, the earth's surface is much more
varied, as drop out zones we have ground, water,
trees, buildings, amongst millions of other variations.
I mean, the poor flyers have only the same
boring old wild blue yonder.

Gliders which are designed to maximise the
benefits of parasitic drag are high on the list of
good drop out machines.
Therefore, the more deflexors and wires you can put on the leading edge,
the better.
Large diameter tubing is also a must
to make your glider a barge in the air.
Careful
attention to little details like drag can make it
scientifically feasible that your glider for all
practical purposes will never get in the air under
its own power!!

Anyway, getting back to the sport of D.O.
(dropping out) for all you flyers who are really
keen to try it, I have compiled here a few pointers
on how it's done.
Soon to be released are my 3
handbooks on this new sport namely:-

Conditions
A good drop out artiste must choose his conditions very carefully in order to get the best out of
a day's dropping out.
On arriving at a coastal site where, that
curse of the drop out, good ridge lift is pumping
all those yahooes to 1000'ASC, you must prepare
yourself well to achieve a good drop out.
Stall
for time, allowing yourself a couple of hours to
set up, hoping the wind may decrease.
If after
several hours the wind shows no signs of letting up,
get 8 to 10 people to ·help you carry your glider to
the edge.
Carefully survey the ridge and ask
yourself "Should I really go for it?
Is it better
not to drop out today, so that I may be sure of
better conditions another day?"
If you decide
you'll try it, see if there are any big gaps, holes
or obstructions in the ridge - anything that will
give you a chance to get into some sink.

· Dropping Out and ground skills
· Micro landingology for Drop Outs
· Dropping Out for advanced land lubbers
Also availab1e soon will be a full range of
GROUND HOGG gliders to suit all drop outs' tastes
in handling and landing characteristics.
To top
off the sport, a full ra~ge of accessories to help
you get the best out of the sink, is being developed.
I have found there are several factors which
contribute to the development of a good drop out.

Of course, if there are some big trees below
and in front of the rirlge you could head for these
as you'll hit them long before the ground and still
achieve an acceptable drop out.

The Pilot
The Pilot must develop a certain attitude to
flying - he must hate it!
Once in the air his
single one desire should be to get to the ground as
soon as possible by fair means or foul.
Obviously
he will need to have a certain strength of character to overcome all the crap that will be laid on
him by those idiots who insist on staying up in the
air, seemingly unconcerned that at any minute they

Downwind conditions can be the long awaited
bUlZ you've been looking forward to.
See if you
can stretch your 7:1 LD super truck into a 1:1
LD brick.
In good downwind conditions, you can
actually almost land before you take off AAA, they
are the days you dream of.
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Competitions
As yet there have been no national competitions
for us drop outs, although there are many so called
flyers who have been- practising dropping out at
hang gliding competitions.

Thermalling offers new opportunities to test
y~ur skills.
On days when you get to the inland
hllls and the whole valley seems to be going up with
trees, cars and sheds being sucked into the air and
all the fly boy hotties skying out to the stratosphere in 1500' per minute lift, don't be discouraged
there is still hope!
With the help of the all new'
"Mole Vario" you'll be able to sniff out the sink
easily. . The Mo~e has an audio on down only, thus
preventlng the dlsheartening sound of going up.

I can see big things in the future for dropping
out.
With dropouts going miles X-country just to
find a suitable drop out point.
Drop outs filling
their tubes with sand to get better sink rates and
new innovations to help convert all those high flying, easy handling, lightweight superships into
leaden trucks!

The 'dropout must take note of any areas on the
ground that will produce sink, and head for them,
for example, mines and forests.
If all else fails,
get a couple of your mates to set up hoovers at
regular intervals and put them on full blast!!

In summing up, I would like to hear from any of
you potential dropouts reading this magazine. Drop
me a line via this mag.
Hopefully, at some later
stage we will be able to compile a list of record
breaking drop outs.

Those of you who have read Catch-22 will
remember ORR's great feat of dropping out in
Switzerland after taking off from Italy.
Pilot Skills
To create a desire to get down, the drop out is
advised to eat lots of apricots, prunes and laxettes
and also to drink copious amounts of water before
take off. This should provide enough incentive to
get down quickly if only to relieve oneself.
In
the air, various flying tactics can be used to advantage.
These include:- the side slipping 360,
the tail slide and the full luff dive, among others.

Watch for future items in our fast developing
sport.
DROP OUTS, STAND UP AND BE COUNTED.
Woody

Solid strong lift should be avoided like the
plague -and if you find yourself in it, head for
some turbulence producing areas such as wake turbulence from other gliders and trees.
Drop Out Accessories
I have found several of my inventions invaluable on those days when you can't seem to do anything right and end up soaring with the other peanuts.
1. E.Z. RIPPER (easy zipper ripper) this
wonderful little gadget is incorporated in your sail
and consists of two longitudinal zips which run
along either side of the keel.
By releasing these,
you will overcome most strong lift conditions.
However, if you still find yourself soaring in the
air frame alone, with the sail flapping, you'll
have to use my last ditch accessory known as the
B.U.A.
2. B.U.A. (back up anvil)
This superb
little gizmo weighs only 200 gms until you add some
solution 69 to it and then whamme 2 tonnes of extra
weight, enough to pull a jumbo out of the sky.
A new gadget which has not fully been tested
is the "I ma downer mine shaft".
This is a winch
operated by ground crew which will pull you out of
the air smoothly and safely.
Unfortunately, last
week on a test drop out, the winch kept winding and
wrapped up one of my new Ground Hoggs, plus Fred
Fanger, test pilot around the drum with several kms
of steel cable.
Needless to say Fred was a bit
put out,- so we've still got a few problems to sort
out o~ that one.
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NEW SOUTH WALES HANG GLIDING ASSOCIATION
P.O. BOX 121, SUTHERLAND, N.S.W. 2232.

Open Executive Meetings
At the last meeting of the NSWHGA Executive,
it was decided that in future executive meetings
would be open to any member of the Association
who would like to come.
It is hoped that members
\.,.i 11 take thi s opportuni ty to come and see how the
Association is run and just what the Executive
does.
It is further hoped that this move will
encourage more people to become involved in the
running of the s~ort.
In particular the NSWHGA
Executive needs a competent typist who is willing
to put in a couple of hours per month.

Scared?

Executive meetings are held in Sports House,
157-161 Gloucester Street, Sydney. The room
number is indicated on a board in the foyer. The
meetings start at 6 p.m. and usually finish about
8:30 to 9:00 p.m.
The dates of the remaining
meetings in 1981 are:
27th
31st
28th
26th
30th
21st

You should be...
if your chute fabric
- like Ugly's sheetis not certified!
It could let you down
when you least expect it.
We only use certified
FIll material in our
back-up chutes.
Ask for our test certificate.
(Ugly just didn't think
it mattered!)

July
August
September
October
November
December

Meteorology Seminar
A seminar will be held by NSWHGA on September
3rd in Sports House (157-l6l Gloucester Street,
Sydney) at 7:30 p.m.
The speaker will be Roger
Badham, a lecturer at the Institute, and his topic
will be Meteorology.
This is a topic dear to the
heart of all hang glider pilots and the Executive
hopes a good crowd wi 11 roll up.
The usua'l refreshments will be served.

BACK-UP CHUTE
complete ... $320

Note the date and time in your diary, on
your calendar or write it on the back of your
hand so you won't forget.
A reminder notice
will be published next month.
Finances
NSWHGA is financially comfortable at this
stage.
The current balance is about $4,000 with
$2,500 of this in a building society account. One
of the reasons for this relative wealth is the
success of the Pagen Book sales.
NSWHGA makes
a modest profit on each book but since it began
selling these books over 500 have been sent. The
result of this volume of sales has been a tidy sum
of money that can be used for site development and
other activities.
The books are again out of
stock and another order for $750 worth has been
sent to America.
Those of you who are waiting
for orders, please be patient.

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIA m:
68 WENTWORTH AVE., SYDNEY 2010
Tel. (02) 211-5555
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